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A GIT INTERPRETATION OF THE HARDER-NARASIMHAN
FILTRATION
TOMA´S L. GO´MEZ, IGNACIO SOLS AND ALFONSO ZAMORA
Abstract. An unstable torsion free sheaf on a smooth projective variety gives a GIT
unstable point in certain Quot scheme. To a GIT unstable point, Kempf associates a
“maximally destabilizing” 1-parameter subgroup, and this induces a filtration of the torsion
free sheaf. We show that this filtration coincides with the Harder-Narasimhan filtration.
Introduction
Let X be a smooth complex projective variety, and let OX(1) be an ample line bundle on
X. If E is a coherent sheaf on X, let PE be its Hilbert polynomial with respect to OX(1),
i.e., PE(m) = χ(E⊗OX(m)). If P and Q are polynomials, we write P ≤ Q if P (m) ≤ Q(m)
for m≫ 0.
A torsion free sheaf E on X is called semistable if for all proper subsheaves 0 6= F ⊂ E,
PF
rkF
≤
PE
rkE
.
If it is not semistable, it is called unstable, and it has a canonical filtration:
Given a torsion free sheaf E, there exists a unique filtration
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Et ⊂ Et+1 = E ,
which satisfies the following properties, where Ei := Ei/Ei−1:
(1) Every Ei is semistable
(2) The Hilbert polynomials verify
PE1
rkE1
>
PE2
rkE2
> . . . >
PEt+1
rkEt+1
This filtration is called the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E ([HL2, Theorem 1.3.6]).
We will briefly describe the construction of the moduli space for these objects. This
is originally due to Gieseker for surfaces, and it was generalized to higher dimension by
Maruyama ([Gi, Ma]). To construct the moduli space of torsion free sheaves with fixed
Hilbert polynomial P , we choose a suitably large integer m and consider the Quot scheme
parametrizing quotients
(0.1) V ⊗OX(−m) −→ E
where V is a fixed vector space of dimension P (m) and E is a sheaf with PE = P . The
Quot scheme has a canonical action by SL(V ). Gieseker (c.f. [Gi]) gives a linearization of
this action on a certain ample line bundle, in order to use Geometric Invariant Theory to
take the quotient by the action. The moduli space of semistable sheaves is obtained as the
GIT quotient.
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Let E be a torsion free sheaf which is unstable. Choosing m large enough (depending on
E), and choosing an isomorphism V ∼= H0(E(m)), we obtain a quotient as in (0.1). The
corresponding point in the Quot scheme will be GIT unstable. By the Hilbert-Mumford
criterion, there will be a 1-parameter subgroup of SL(V ) which “destabilizes” the point.
Among all these 1-parameter subgroups, Kempf (c.f. [Ke]) shows that there is a conju-
gacy class of “maximally destabilizing” 1-parameter subgroups, all of them giving a unique
weighted filtration of V . This filtration induces a sheaf filtration of E. In principle, this
filtration will depend on the integer m but we show that it stabilizes for m ≫ 0, and we
call it the Kempf filtration of E. In this article, we show that the Kempf filtration of an
unstable torsion free sheaf E coincides with the Harder-Narasimhan filtration.
If X is a curve, this result is in the Master’s Thesis of Alfonso Zamora in 2009 (c.f. [Za2]).
The use of Kempf’s ideas is already there, and in this article the method is extended and
refined to obtain the result in higher dimension.
The equality between the Harder-Narasimhan filtration and the Kempf filtration for
torsion free sheaves has independently been studied by Hoskins and Kirwan (c.f. [HK])
in the stratification of the Quot in Harder-Narasimhan types. The difference with our
approach is that they use the existence of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration, having fixed
the Harder-Narasimhan type for each stratum, whereas we prove that the Kempf filtration
is independent of m if m is large enough without using the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. In
other words, our method gives a different proof of the existence of the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration, and in principle our method could be used to define the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration (using the Kempf filtration for m large) in a moduli problem where there is still no
Harder-Narasimhan filtration known. This is the case of [Za1], where a similar construction
is developed for rank 2 tensors.
In fact, the motivation for this work was to give a general procedure to obtain the
Harder-Narasimhan filtration for any moduli problem constructed with GIT, using the
Kempf filtration. The main difficulty we found was to prove that the filtration that we
obtain is independent of the integer m, once this is large enough.
One referee suggested to use the fact, proved in [RR], that the limiting point of the one
parameter subgroup λ given by Kempf is semistable with respect to the induced action of
the reductive centralizer of λ. In the case of torsion free sheaves this will imply that, for
suitably large m, the successive quotients of the filtration induced on E by λ are semistable,
and this is one of the properties of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. It would be interesting
to study if this approach can be used in other moduli problems.
We hope that our approach will be useful to find a Harder-Narasimhan filtration in
situations where it is still not defined.
If we replace Hilbert polynomials with degrees, the notion of semistability becomes µ-
semistability (also known as slope semistability) and we obtain the µ-Harder-Narasimhan
filtration. In [Br, BT], Bruasse and Teleman give a gauge-theoretic interpretation of the
µ-Harder-Narasimhan filtration for torsion free sheaves and for holomorphic pairs over holo-
morphic curves, where stability and µ-stability do coincide. They also use Kempf’s ideas,
but generalizing them to the setting of the gauge group, to show analogous correspondences
in the complex geometry framework.
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1. A theorem by Kempf
Following the usual convention, whenever “(semi)stable” and “(≤)” appear in a sentence,
two statements should be read: one with “semistable” and “≤” and another with “stable”
and “<”.
Let X be a smooth complex projective variety of dimension n endowed with a fixed
polarization OX(1). A torsion free sheaf E on X is said to be (semi)stable if for all non
zero proper subsheaves F
(1.1)
PF
rkF
(≤)
PE
rkE
.
We will recall Gieseker’s construction (c.f. [Gi]) of the moduli space of semistable torsion
free sheaves with fixed Hilbert polynomial P and fixed determinant det(E) ∼= ∆ .
A coherent sheaf is called m-regular if hi(E(m− i)) = 0 for all i > 0.
Lemma 1.1. If E is m-regular then the following holds
(1) E is m′-regular for m′ > m
(2) E(m) is globally generated
(3) For all m′ ≥ 0 the following homomorphisms are surjective
H0(E(m))⊗H0(OX(m
′)) −→ H0(E(m+m′)) .
Let m be a suitable large integer, so that E is m-regular for all semistable E (c.f. [Ma,
Corollary 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.6]). Let V be a vector space of dimension p := P (m).
Given an isomorphism V ∼= H0(E(m)) we obtain a quotient
q : V ⊗OX(−m)։ E ,
hence a homomorphism
Q : ∧rV ∼= ∧rH0(E(m)) −→ H0(∧r(E(m))) ∼= H0(∆(rm)) =: A ,
and points
Q ∈ Hom(∧rV,A) Q ∈ P(Hom(∧rV,A)) ,
where Q is well defined up to a scalar because the isomorphism det(E) ∼= ∆ is well defined
up to a scalar, and hence Q is a well defined point. The point Q depends on E and on the
chosen isomorphism V ∼= H0(E(m)). To get rid of the choice of isomorphism, we have to
take the quotient by the canonical action of GL(V ). Since an homothecy acts trivially, we
might as well take the quotient by SL(V ).
A weighted filtration (V•, n•) of V is a filtration
(1.2) 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt ⊂ Vt+1 = V,
and rational numbers n1, n2, . . . , nt > 0. To a weighted filtration we associate a vector of
Qp defined as Γ =
∑t
i=1 niΓ
(dimVi) where
(1.3) Γ(k) :=
( k︷ ︸︸ ︷
k − p, . . . , k − p,
p−k︷ ︸︸ ︷
k, . . . , k
)
(1 ≤ k < p) .
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Hence, the vector is of the form
Γ = (
dimV 1︷ ︸︸ ︷
Γ1, . . . ,Γ1,
dimV 2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Γ2, . . . ,Γ2, . . . ,
dimV t+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
Γt+1, . . . ,Γt+1) ,
where V i = Vi/Vi−1. Giving the numbers n1, . . . , nt is clearly equivalent to giving the
numbers Γ1, . . . ,Γt+1 because
ni =
Γi+1 − Γi
p
and
t+1∑
i=1
Γi dimV
i = 0
A 1-parameter subgroup of SL(V ) (which we denote in the following by 1-PS) is a non-trivial
homomorphism C∗ → SL(V ). To a 1-PS we associate a weighted filtration as follows. There
is a basis {e1, . . . , ep} of V where it has a diagonal form
t 7→ diag
(
tΓ1 , . . . , tΓ1 , tΓ2 , . . . , tΓ2 , . . . , tΓt+1 , . . . , tΓt+1
)
with Γ1 < · · · < Γt+1. Let
0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V
be filtration obtained by calling V1 ⊂ V the vector subspace generated by those vectors
of the basis of V associated to exponents Γ1, V2 ⊂ V generated for those associated to
exponents Γ1 and Γ2, and so on. Note that two 1-PS give the same filtration if and only
if they are conjugate by an element of the parabolic subgroup of SL(V ) defined by the
filtration.
The basis {e1, . . . , ep}, together with a basis {wj} of A, induces a basis of Hom(∧
rV,A)
indexed in a natural way by tuples (i1, . . . , ir, j) with i1 < · · · < ir, and the coordinate
corresponding to such an index is acted by the 1-PS as:
Qi1,··· ,ir,j 7→ t
Γi1+···+ΓirQi1,··· ,ir,j
The coordinate (i1, . . . , ir, j) of the point corresponding to E is non-zero if and only if the
evaluations of the sections e1, . . . , er are linearly independent for generic x ∈ X. There-
fore, the “minimal relevant weight” which has to be calculated to apply Hilbert-Mumford
criterion for GIT stability is
µ(Q,V•, n•) = min{Γi1 + · · ·+ Γir : Qi1,...,ir,j 6= 0}
= min{Γi1 + · · ·+ Γir : Q(ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eir) 6= 0}
= min{Γi1 + · · ·+ Γir : ei1(x), . . . , eir(x)(1.4)
linearly independent for generic x ∈ X}
After a short calculation (originally due to Gieseker) we obtain
(1.5) µ(Q,V•, n•) =
t∑
i=1
ni(r dimVi − ri dimV ) =
t+1∑
i=1
Γi
dimV
(ri dimV − r dimV i)
(recall ni =
Γi+1−Γi
p ), where ri = rkEi, r
i = rkEi, Ei is the sheaf generated by evaluation
of the sections of Vi and E
i = Ei/Ei−1.
By the Hilbert-Mumford criterion (c.f. [GIT, Theorem 2.1] or [Ne, Theorem 4.9]), a point
Q ∈ P(Hom(∧rV,A))
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is GIT (semi)stable if and only if for all weighted filtrations
µ(Q,V•, n•)(≤)0 .
Using the previous calculation, this can be stated as follows:
Lemma 1.2. A point Q is GIT (semi)stable if for all weighted filtrations (V•, n•)
t∑
i=1
ni(r dimVi − ri dimV )(≤)0 .
The following theorem follows from [Gi, Ma]
Theorem 1.3. Let E be a sheaf. There exists an integer m0(E) such that, for m > m0(E),
the associated point Q is GIT semistable if and only if the sheaf is semistable.
Let E be an unstable sheaf. We choose an integer m0 larger than m0(E) and larger than
the integer used in Gieseker’s construction of the moduli space.
Through Geometric Invariant Theory, stability of a point in the parameter space can
be checked by 1-parameter subgroups (c.f. Hilbert-Mumford criterion, Proposition 1.2): a
point is unstable if there exists any 1-PS which makes some quantity positive. It is a natural
question to ask if there exists a best way of destabilizing a GIT unstable point, i.e. a best
1-PS which gives maximum in the quantity we referred to. Kempf explores this idea in [Ke]
and answers positively the question, finding that there exists a special class of 1-parameter
subgroup which moves most rapidly toward the origin.
We have seen that giving a weighted filtration, i.e. a filtration of vector subspaces 0 ⊂
V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V and rational numbers n1, · · · , nt > 0, is equivalent to giving a parabolic
subgroup with weights, which determines uniquely the vector Γ of a 1-PS and two of these
1-PS are conjugated by the parabolic and come from the same weighted filtration. We
define the following function
ν(V•, n•) =
∑t
i=1 ni(r dimVi − ri dimV )√∑t+1
i=1 dimV
iΓ2i
,
which we call Kempf function. Note that ν(V•, n•) = ν(V•, αn•), for every α > 0, hence
by multiplying each ni by the same scalar α, which we call rescaling the weights, we get
another 1-PS but the same value for the Kempf function.
Note that this function corresponds to the one given in [Ke, Theorem 2.2]. The numerator
of both functions coincide with the calculation of the minimal relevant weight by Hilbert-
Mumford criterion for GIT stability (c.f. (1.5)), and the denominator is the norm ||Γ|| of
the vector
Γ = (
dimV 1︷ ︸︸ ︷
Γ1, . . . ,Γ1,
dimV 2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Γ2, . . . ,Γ2, . . . ,
dimV t+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
Γt+1, . . . ,Γt+1)
as it is defined in [Ke] as the Killing length of Γ. Recall that for a simple group G (as it is
the case of G = SL(V )) every bilinear symmetric invariant form is a multiple of the Killing
form, and the norm ||Γ|| verifies these properties.
We take the GIT quotient by the group G = SL(V ), for which [Ke, Theorem 2.2] states
that whenever there exists any Γ giving a positive value for the numerator of the func-
tion (i.e. whenever there exists a 1-PS whose minimal relevant weight is positive, which is
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equivalent to the sheaf E to be unstable), there exists a unique parabolic subgroup con-
taining a unique 1-parameter subgroup in each maximal torus, giving maximum in the
Kempf function i.e., there exists a unique weighted filtration for which the Kempf function
achieves a maximum. Note that we divide by the norm in the Kempf function to have
ν(V•, n•) = ν(V•, αn•),∀α > 0, hence a well defined maximal weighted filtration for the
function is defined up to rescaling, i.e., up to multiplying every weight by the same positive
scalar.
Therefore, [Ke, Theorem 2.2] rewritten in our case asserts the following:
Theorem 1.4 (Kempf). There exists a unique weighted filtration (c.f. (1.2)) up to multi-
plication by a scalar, called Kempf filtration of V, such that the Kempf function ν(V•, n•)
achieves the maximum among all filtrations and weights ni > 0.
We will construct a filtration by subsheaves of E (which we will call Kempf filtration of
E) out of the Kempf filtration of V . Then we will relate the filtration given by Kempf with
the filtration constructed by Harder and Narasimhan to conclude that both filtrations are
the same.
2. Convex cones
In this subsection we define the machinery which will serve us in the following. Endow
Rt+1 with an inner product (·, ·) defined by a diagonal matrix

b1 0
. . .
0 bt+1


where bi are positive integers. Let
C =
{
x ∈ Rt+1 : x1 < x2 < · · · < xt+1
}
,
C =
{
x ∈ Rt+1 : x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xt+1
}
,
and let v = (v1, · · · , vt+1) ∈ Rt+1 − {0} verifying
∑t+1
i=0 vib
i = 0. Define the function
νv : C − {0} → R
Γ 7→ νv(Γ) =
(Γ, v)
||Γ||
and note that νv(Γ) = ||v|| · cos β(Γ, v), where β(Γ, v) is the angle between Γ and v. Then,
the function νv(Γ) does not depend on the norm of Γ and takes the same value on every
point of the ray spanned by each Γ.
Assume that there exists Γ ∈ C with νv(Γ) > 0. In that case, we want to find a vector
Γ ∈ C which maximizes the function defined before.
Let wi = −bivi, w0 = 0, wi = w
1 + · · · + wi, b0 = 0, and bi = b
1 + · · · + bi. Note that
wt+1 = 0, by construction. We draw a graph joining the points with coordinates (bi, wi).
Note that this graph has t + 1 segments, each segment has slope −vi and width b
i. This
is the graph drawn with a thin line in the figure. Now draw the convex envelope of this
graph (thick line in the figure), whose coordinates we denote by (bi, w˜i), and let us define
Γi = −
w˜i−w˜i−1
bi
. In other words, the quantities −Γi are the slopes of the convex envelope
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graph. We call the vector defined in this way Γv. Note that the vector Γv = (Γ1, · · · ,Γt+1)
belongs to C by construction and Γv 6= 0.
bi
w
i,
w˜
i
◦ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
◦
◦
◦✘✘
✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘
◦
◦
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
◦
◦
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇❇◦✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟◦ 
 
 
◦✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁❅
❅
❅◦✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑✑
◦
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈◦✁
✁
✁
(b1, w1)
(b1, w˜1)
(b2, w2)
(b2, w˜2)
(b3, w˜3 = w3)
(b4, w˜4)
(b4, w4)
(b5, w˜5 = w5)
Remark 2.1. If w˜i > wi, then Γi+1 = Γi.
Theorem 2.2. The vector Γv defined in this way gives a maximum for the function νv on
its domain.
Remark 2.3. As one referee pointed out, this figure is very similar to [Br, Figure 2.1],
where for each subsheaf F of E a point with coordinates (rkF,degF ) is plotted, and the
Harder-Narasimhan polygon is the convex envelope. Bruasse shows that the convex envelope
achieves the maximum of certain energy function coming from gauge theory. In our case,
since we are using Gieseker semistabiliby, instead of the degree of F we will plot PF (m),
and the convex envelope will maximize the function νv coming from GIT.
Before proving the theorem we need some lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Let v = (v1, · · · , vt+1) ∈ Rt+1 − {0} verifying
∑t+1
i=0 vib
i = 0. Let Γ be the
point in C which is closest to v. Then Γ achieves the maximum of νv.
Proof. For any α ∈ R>0, the vector αΓ is also in C, so in particular Γ is the closest point
in the line αΓ to v. Therefore, the point Γ is the orthogonal projection of v into the line
αΓ, and the distance is
(2.1) ||v|| sin β(v,Γ)
where β(Γ, v) is the angle between Γ and v. But a vector Γ ∈ C minimizes (2.1) if and only
if it maximizes
||v|| cos β(Γ, v) =
(Γ, v)
||Γ||
,
so the lemma is proved.
We say that an affine hyperplane in Rt+1 separates a point v from C if v is on one side
of the hyperplane and all the points of C are on the other side of the hyperplane.
Lemma 2.5. Let v /∈ C. A point Γ ∈ C − {0} gives minimum distance to v if and only if
the hyperplane Γ + (v − Γ)⊥ separates v from C.
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Proof. ⇒) Let Γ ∈ C and assume there is a point w ∈ C on the same side of the hyperplane
as v. The segment going from Γ to w is in C (by convexity of C), but there are points in
this segment (near Γ), which are closer to v than Γ.
⇐) Let Γ be a point in C such that Γ+(v−Γ)⊥ separates v from C. Let w ∈ C be another
point. Let w′ be the intersection of the hyperplane and the segment which goes from w to
v. Since the hyperplane separates C from v, either w′ = w or w′ is in the interior of the
segment. Therefore
d(w, v) ≥ d(w′, v) ≥ d(Γ, v)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that Γ is the orthogonal projection of v to
the hyperplane.
We thank F. Presas for suggesting this lemma, which is the key to prove Theorem 2.2.
Proof of the theorem. Let Γv = (Γ1, ...,Γt+1) be the vector in the hypothesis of the
theorem. If v ∈ C, then Γv = v, and use Lemma 2.4 to conclude. If v /∈ C, by Lemmas 2.4
and 2.5, it is enough to check that the hyperplane Γv + (v − Γv)
⊥ separates v from C.
Let Γv + ǫ ∈ C. The condition that Γv + ǫ belongs to C means that
(2.2) ǫi − ǫi+1 < Γi+1 − Γi
The hyperplane separates v from C if and only if (v − Γv, ǫ) < 0 for all such ǫ. Therefore
we calculate (using the convention w˜0 = 0, w0 = 0, and w˜t+1 = wt+1 = 0)
(v − Γv, ǫ) =
t+1∑
i=1
bi(vi − Γi)ǫi =
t+1∑
i=1
(−wi + (w˜i − w˜i−1))ǫi =
=
t+1∑
i=1
(
(w˜i − w˜i−1)− (wi − wi−1)
)
ǫi =
t+1∑
i=1
(w˜i − wi)(ǫi − ǫi+1) .
If w˜i = wi, then the corresponding summand is zero. On the other hand, if w˜i > wi, then
Γi+1 = Γi (c.f. Remark 2.1), and (2.2) implies ǫi − ǫi+1 < 0. In any case, the summands
are always non-positive, and there is at least one which is negative (because v /∈ C and then
v 6= Γv and w˜i > wi for at least one i). Hence
(v − Γv, ǫ) < 0 .
Therefore, the function νv(Γ) achieves its maximum for the value Γv ∈ C − {0} (or any
other point on the ray αΓv) defined as the convex envelope of the graph associated to v.
3. Properties of the Kempf filtration
Let E be an unstable torsion-free sheaf over X of Hilbert polynomial P . Let m be an
integer, m ≥ m0, and let V be a vector space of dimension P (m) = h
0(E(m)) (recall
that m0 was defined after Theorem 1.3). We fix an isomorphism V ≃ H
0(E(m)) and let
0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V be the filtration of vector spaces given by Theorem 1.4. Recall
that it is called the Kempf filtration of V. For each index i, let Emi ⊂ E be the subsheaf
generated by Vi under the evaluation map. We call this filtration
0 ⊆ Em1 ⊆ E
m
2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ E
m
t ⊆ E
m
t+1 = E ,
the m-Kempf filtration of E.
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Recall that given a filtration of V , and the corresponding filtration of E obtained by
evaluating, we call V i = Vi/Vi−1, E
i = Ei/Ei−1, and ri = rkEi, r
i = rkEi.
Definition 3.1. Let m ≥ m0 and let 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V be a filtration of vector
spaces of V . Let
vm,i = m
n+1 ·
1
dimV i dimV
[
ri dimV − r dimV i
]
,
bim =
1
mn
dimV i > 0 ,
wim = −b
i
m · vm,i = m ·
1
dimV
[
r dimV i − ri dimV
]
.
Also let
bm,i = b
1
m + . . . + b
i
m =
1
mn
dimVi ,
wm,i = w
1
m + . . .+ w
i
m = m ·
1
dimV
[
r dimVi − ri dimV
]
.
We call the graph defined by points (bm,i, wm,i) the graph associated to the filtration V• ⊂ V .
Now we can identify the Kempf function, i.e. the function in Theorem 1.4
ν(V•, n•) =
∑t
i=1 ni(r dimVi − ri dimV )√∑t+1
i=1 dimV
iΓ2i
,
with the function in Theorem 2.2 up to a factor which is a power of m, by defining vm,i, the
coordinates of vector vm, and b
i
m, the eigenvalues of the scalar product, as in Definition 3.1.
Note that −vm,i are the slopes of the graph associated to the filtration V• ⊂ V . Here the
coordinates Γi are the same as in the 1-PS defined by ni. Also note that
∑t+1
i=1 vm,ib
i
m = 0.
Then, an easy calculation shows that
Proposition 3.2. For every integer m, the following equality holds
ν(V•, n•) = m
(−n
2
−1) · νvm(Γ)
between the Kempf function in Theorem 1.4 and the function in Theorem 2.2.
In the following, we will omit the subindex m for the numbers vm,i, bm,i, wm,i in the
definition of the graph associated to a filtration of vector spaces, where it is clear from the
context. Hence, given V ≃ H0(E(m)) we will refer to a filtration V• ⊂ V and a vector
v = (v1, . . . , vt+1) as the vector of the graph associated to the filtration.
Remark 3.3. We introduce the factor mn+1 in Definition 3.1 for convenience, so that vm,i
and bim have order zero on m, because dimV = P (m) appears in their expressions. Then,
the size of the graph does not change when m grows.
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V be the Kempf filtration of V (cf. Theorem 1.4).
Let v = (v1, ..., vt+1) be the vector of the graph associated to this filtration by Definition 3.1.
Then
v1 < v2 < . . . < vt < vt+1 ,
i.e., the graph is convex.
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Proof. By Theorem 1.4 the maximum of ν among all filtrations V• ⊂ V and weights
ni > 0,∀i is achieved by a unique weighted filtration (V•, n•), ni > 0,∀i, up to rescaling.
Let V• ⊂ V be this filtration, and allow ni to vary. By Proposition 3.2 ν is equal to νv
up to a constant factor. By Theorem 2.2, νv achieves the maximum on Γv. The vector Γv
corresponds to the weights ni given by Theorem 1.4. Summing up, if V• ⊂ V is Kempf
filtration of V , then the vector Γv = (Γ1, . . . ,Γt+1) has Γi < Γi+1,∀i.
Assume that, for the Kempf filtration of V , there exists some i such that vi ≥ vi+1. Then
v /∈ C and, by Lemma 2.4, Γv ∈ C\C, which means that there exists some j with Γj = Γj+1,
but we have just seen that this is impossible.
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V be the Kempf filtration of V (cf. Theorem 1.4).
Let W be a vector space with Vi ⊂W ⊂ Vi+1 and consider the new filtration V
′
• ⊂ V
(3.1)
0 ⊂ V ′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V
′
i ⊂ V
′
i+1 ⊂ V
′
i+2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V
′
t+2 = V
|| || || || || ||
0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vi ⊂ W ⊂ Vi+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V
Then, v′i+1 ≥ vi+1. We say that the Kempf filtration is the convex envelope of every refine-
ment.
Proof. The graph associated to V ′• ⊂ V has one more point than the graph associated to
V• ⊂ V , hence it is a refinement of the graph associated to Kempf filtration of V . Therefore
the convex envelope of the graph associated to v′ has to be equal to the graph associated
to v, and this happens only when the extra point associated to W is not above the graph
associated to v, which means that the slope −v′i+1 has to be less or equal than −vi+1.
Later on, we will check that, for m large enough, the m-Kempf filtration stabilizes in
the sense Emi = E
m+l
i ,∀i,∀l > 0. The m-Kempf filtration for m ≫ 0 will be called the
Kempf filtration of E, and the goal of this article is to show that it coincides with the
Harder-Narasimhan filtration of E.
Lemma 3.6 (Simpson). [Si, Corollary 1.7] or [HL1, Lemma 2.2] Let r > 0 be an integer.
Then there exists a constant B with the following property: for every torsion free sheaf E
with 0 < rk(E) ≤ r, we have
h0(E) ≤
1
gn−1n!
(
(rk(E)− 1)([µmax(E) +B]+)
n + ([µmim(E) +B]+)
n
)
,
where g = degOX(1), [x]+ = max{0, x}, and µmax(E) (respectively µmin(E)) is the maxi-
mum (resp. minimum) slope of the Mumford-semistable factors of the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration of E.
Remark 3.7. Recall that the Harder-Narasimhan filtration with Gieseker stability is a re-
finement of the one with Mumford stability, with the inequalities holding between polynomials
of their leading coefficients.
We denote
POX (m) =
αn
n!
mn +
αn−1
(n− 1)!
mn−1 + ...+
α1
1!
m+
α0
0!
the Hilbert polynomial of OX , then αn = g. Let
P (m) =
rg
n!
mn +
d+ rαn−1
(n− 1)!
mn−1 + ...
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be the Hilbert polynomial of the sheaf E, where d is the degree and r is the rank. Let us
call A = d+ rαn−1, so
P (m) =
rg
n!
mn +
A
(n− 1)!
mn−1 + ...
Let us define
(3.2) C = max{r|µmax(E)|+
d
r
+ r|B|+ |A|+ 1 , 1},
a positive constant.
Proposition 3.8. Given an integer m and a vector space V ≃ H0(E(m)), we have the
Kempf filtration V• ⊂ V ≃ H
0(E(m)) and, by evaluation, the m-Kempf filtration Em• ⊆ E.
There exists an integer m2 such that for m ≥ m2, each term in the m-Kempf filtration of
E has slope µ(Emi ) ≥
d
r
− C.
Proof. Choose an m1 ≥ m0 such that for m ≥ m1
[µmax(E) + gm+B]+ = µmax(E) + gm+B
and
[
d
r
− C + gm+B]+ =
d
r
− C + gm+B .
Now let m ≥ m1 and let
0 ⊆ Em1 ⊆ E
m
2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ E
m
t ⊆ E
m
t+1 = E
be the m-Kempf filtration.
Suppose we have a term in the filtration Emi ⊆ E, of rank ri and degree di, such that
µ(Emi ) <
d
r − C. The subsheaf E
m
i (m) ⊆ E(m) satisfies the estimate in Lemma 3.6,
h0(Emi (m)) ≤
1
gn−1n!
(
(ri − 1)([µmax(E
m
i ) + gm+B]+)
n + ([µmin(E
m
i ) + gm+B]+)
n
)
,
where µmax(E
m
i (m)) = µmax(E
m
i ) + gm and similarly for µmin.
Note that µmax(E
m
i ) ≤ µmax(E) and µmin(E
m
i ) ≤ µ(E
m
i ) <
d
r − C, so
h0(Emi (m)) ≤
1
gn−1n!
(
(ri − 1)([µmax(E) + gm+B]+)
n + ([
d
r
− C + gm+B]+)
n
)
,
and, by choice of m,
h0(Emi (m)) ≤
1
gn−1n!
(
(ri − 1)(µmax(E) + gm+B)
n + (
d
r
− C + gm+B)n
)
= G(m) ,
where
G(m) =
1
gn−1n!
[
rig
nmn + ngn−1
(
(ri − 1)µmax(E) +
d
r
− C + riB
)
mn−1 + · · ·
]
.
Recall that, by Definition 3.1, to such filtration we associate a graph with heights, for
each j,
wj = w
1 + . . .+ wj = m ·
1
dimV
[
r dimVj − rj dimV
]
.
To reach a contradiction, it is enough to show that wi < 0. In that case, the graph has to
be convex by Lemma 3.4. If wi < 0 there is a j < i such that −vj < 0, because the graph
starts on the origin. Hence, the rest of the slopes of the graph are negative, −vk < 0, k ≥ i,
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because the slopes have to be decreasing. Then wi > wi+1 > . . . wt+1, and wt+1 < 0. But
it is
wt+1 = m ·
1
dimV
[
r dimVt+1 − rt+1 dimV
]
= 0 ,
because rt+1 = r and Vt+1 = V , then the contradiction.
Let us show that wi < 0. Since E
m
i (m) is generated by Vi under the evaluation map, it
is dimVi ≤ h
0(Emi (m)), hence
wi =
m
dimV
[
r dimVi − ri dimV
]
≤
≤
m
P (m)
[
rh0(Emi (m))− riP (m)
]
≤
m
P (m)
[
rG(m)− riP (m)
]
.
Hence, wi < 0 is equivalent to
Ψ(m) = rG(m)− riPE(m) < 0 ,
where Ψ(m) = ξnm
n+ξn−1m
n−1+ · · ·+ξ1m+ξ0 is an n-order polynomial. Let us calculate
the nth-coefficient:
ξn = (rG(m)− riP (m))n = r
rig
n!
− ri
rg
n!
= 0 .
Then, Ψ(m) has no coefficient in order n. Let us calculate the (n− 1)st-coefficient:
ξn−1 = (rG(m)− riP (m))n−1 = (rGn−1 − ri
A
(n− 1)!
)
where Gn−1 is the (n− 1)
st-coefficient of the polynomial G(m),
Gn−1 =
1
gn−1n!
ngn−1((ri − 1)µmax(E) +
d
r
− C + riB) =
1
(n− 1)!
((ri − 1)µmax(E) +
d
r
− C + riB) ≤
1
(n− 1)!
((ri − 1)|µmax(E)|+
d
r
− C + ri|B|) ≤
1
(n− 1)!
(r|µmax(E)|+
d
r
−C + r|B|) <
−|A|
(n− 1)!
,
last inequality coming from the definition of C in (3.2). Then
ξn−1 < r
( −|A|
(n− 1)!
)
− ri
A
(n− 1)!
=
−r|A| − riA
(n− 1)!
< 0
because −r|A| − riA < 0.
Therefore Ψ(m) = ξn−1m
n−1 + · · · + ξ1m + ξ0 with ξn−1 < 0, so there exists m2 ≥ m1
such that for m ≥ m2 we will have Ψ(m) < 0 and wi < 0, then the contradiction.
Proposition 3.9. There exists an integer m3 such that for m ≥ m3 the sheaves E
m
i and
Em,i = Emi /E
m
i−1 are m3-regular. In particular their higher cohomology groups vanish and
they are generated by global sections.
Proof. Note that µ(Emi ) ≤ µmax(E). Then, although E
m
i depends on m, its slope is
bounded above and below by numbers which do not depend on m, (cf. Proposition 3.8)
and furthermore it is a subsheaf of E. Hence, the set of possible isomorphism classes for
Emi is bounded. Apply Serre vanishing theorem choosing m3 ≥ m2.
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Proposition 3.10. Let m ≥ m3. For each term E
m
i in the m-Kempf filtration, we have
dimVi = h
0(Emi (m)), therefore Vi
∼= H0(Emi (m)).
Proof. Let V• ⊂ V be the Kempf filtration of V (cf. Theorem 1.4) and let E
m
• ⊆ E be the
m-Kempf filtration of E. We know that each Vi generates the subsheaf E
m
i , by definition,
then we have the following diagram:
0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vt+1 = V
∩ ∩ ||
H0(Em1 (m)) ⊂ H
0(Em2 (m)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H
0(Emt+1(m)) = H
0(E(m))
Suppose there exists an index i such that Vi 6= H
0(Emi (m)). Let i be the index such that
Vi 6= H
0(Emi (m)) and ∀j > i it is Vj = H
0(Emj (m)). Then we have the diagram:
(3.3)
Vi ⊂ Vi+1
∩ ||
H0(Emi (m)) ⊆ H
0(Emi+1(m))
Therefore Vi ( H0(Emi (m)) ( Vi+1 and we can consider a new filtration by adding the
term H0(Emi (m)):
(3.4)
Vi ⊂ H
0(Emi (m)) ⊂ Vi+1
|| || ||
V ′i V
′
i+1 V
′
i+2
Note that we are in situation of Lemma 3.5, where W = H0(Emi (m)), filtration V• is
(3.3) and filtration V ′• is (3.4).
The graph associated to filtration V•, by Definition 3.1, is given by the points
(bi, wi) =
(dimVi
mn
,
m
dimV
(r dimVi − ri dimV )
)
,
where the slopes of the graph are given by
−vi =
wi
bi
=
wi − wi−1
bi − bi−1
=
mn+1
dimV
(
r − ri
dimV
dimV i
)
≤
mn+1
dimV
· r := R
and equality holds if and only if ri = 0.
Now, the new point which appears in the graph of the filtration V ′• is
Q =
(h0(Emi (m))
mn
,
m
dimV
(rh0(Emi (m))− ri dimV )
)
.
Point Q joins two new segments appearing in this new graph. The slope of the segment
between (bi, wi) and Q is, by a similar calculation,
−v′i+1 =
mn+1
dimV
· r = R .
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By Lemma 3.4, the graph is convex, hence v1 < v2 < . . . < vt+1. As E
m
1 is a non zero
torsion-free sheaf, it has positive rank r1 = r
1 and so it follows v1 > −R. On the other
hand, by Lemma 3.5, v′i+1 ≥ vi+1. Hence
−R < v1 < v2 < . . . < vi+1 ≤ v
′
i+1 = −R ,
which is a contradiction.
Therefore, dimVi = h
0(Emi (m)), for every term in the m-Kempf filtration.
Corollary 3.11. For every term Emi in the m-Kempf filtration, we have r
i > 0, where
ri = rkEi,m = rkEmi /E
m
i−1.
Proof. We have seen that ri = 0 is equivalent to −vi = R. Then, the result follows from
Proposition 3.10 because it is r1 = r1 > 0 and −R < v1 < v2 < · · · < vt+1.
4. The m-Kempf filtration stabilizes
In Proposition 3.9 we have seen that, for any m ≥ m3, all the terms E
m
i in the m-Kempf
filtration of E are m3-regular. Hence, E
m
i (m3) is generated by the subspace H
0(Emi (m3))
of H0(E(m3)), and the filtration of sheaves
0 ⊂ Em1 ⊂ E
m
2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ E
m
tm ⊂ E
m
tm+1 = E
is the filtration associated to the filtration of vector spaces
0 ⊂ H0(Em1 (m3)) ⊂ H
0(Em2 (m3)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H
0(Emtm(m3)) ⊂ H
0(Emtm+1(m3)) = H
0(E(m3))
y the evaluation map. Note that the dimension of the vector space H0(E(m3)) does not
depend on m and, by Corollary 3.11, the length tm+1 of the m-Kempf filtration of E is at
most equal to r, the rank of E, a bound which does not also depend on m.
We call m-type to the tuple of different Hilbert polynomials appearing in the m-Kempf
filtration of E
(Pm1 , . . . , P
m
tm+1) ,
where Pmi := PEmi . Note that P
i,m := PEm
i
/Em
i−1
= PEm
i
− PEm
i−1
, so they are defined in
terms of elements of each m-type.
Proposition 4.1. For all integers m ≥ m3, the set of possible m-types
P =
{
(Pm1 , . . . , P
m
tm+1)
}
is finite.
Proof. Once we fix V ∼= H0(E(m3)) of dimension h
0(E(m3)) (which does not depend on
m), all the possible filtrations by vector subspaces are parametrized by a finite-type scheme.
Therefore the set of all possible m-Kempf filtrations of E, for m ≥ m3, is bounded and P
is finite.
Recall that the vector v can be recovered from the filtration V• ⊂ V and the vector Γ
from the weights ni. Then, given m, the m-Kempf filtration achieves the maximum for the
function ν(V•, n•), which is the same, by Proposition 3.2, as achieving the maximum for
the function
νv(Γ) =
(Γ, v)
||Γ||
,
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among all filtrations V• ⊂ V and vectors Γ ∈ C − {0}, where
C =
{
x ∈ Rt+1 : x1 < x2 < · · · < xt+1
}
.
By Definition 3.1 we associate a graph to the m-Kempf filtration, given by vm. Recall
that, by Lemma 3.4, the graph is convex, meaning vm ∈ C, which implies Γvm = vm by
Lemma 2.4. Then, given vm associated to the m-Kempf filtration,
(4.1) max
Γ∈C
νvm(Γ) = νvm(Γvm) =
(Γvm , vm)
||Γvm ||
=
(vm, vm)
||vm||
= ||vm|| ,
where recall that we defined (c.f. Definition 3.1)
vm,i = m
n+1 ·
1
dimV i dimV
[
ri dimV − r dimV i
]
bim =
1
mn
· dimV i
and, thanks to Propositions 3.9 and 3.10, we can rewrite
vm,i = m
n+1 ·
1
P i,m(m)P (m)
[
riP (m)− rP i,m(m)
]
,
bim =
1
mn
· P i,m(m) .
Let
vm,i(l) = m
n+1 ·
1
P i,m(l)P (l)
[
riP (l)− rP i,m(l)
]
,
and let us define
Θm(l) = (νvm(l)(Γvm(l)))
2 = ||vm(l)||
2 ,
where the second equality follows by an argument similar to (4.1). Note that Θm(l) is a
rational function on l. Let
A = {Θm : m ≥ m3} ,
which is a finite set by Proposition 4.1. We say that f1 ≺ f2 for two rational functions, if
the inequality
f1(l) < f2(l) holds for l≫ 0, and let K be the maximal function in the finite set A, with
respect to the defined ordering.
Note that the value Θm(m) is the square of the maximum of Kempf’s function νvm(Γ),
by (4.1), achieved for the maximal filtration V• ⊂ V ≃ H
0(E(m)) of vector spaces which
gives the vector vm. This weighted filtration is the only one which gives the value
√
Θm(m)
for the Kempf function.
Lemma 4.2. There exists an integer m4 ≥ m3 such that ∀m ≥ m4, Θm = K.
Proof. Choose m4 such that K(l) ≥ Θm(l), ∀l ≥ m4 and every Θm ∈ A with equality only
when Θm = K, and letm ≥ m4. Given that the Kempf function achieves the maximum over
all possible filtrations and weights (c.f. Theorem 1.4), we have Θm(m) ≥ K(m), because K
is another rational function built with other m′-type, i.e., other values for the polynomials
appearing on the rational function. Combining both inequalities we obtain Θm(m) = K(m)
for all m ≥ m4.
Proposition 4.3. Let l1 and l2 be integers with l1 ≥ l2 ≥ m4. Then the l1-Kempf filtration
of E is equal to the l2-Kempf filtration of E.
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Proof. By construction, the filtration
(4.2) 0 ⊂ H0(El11 (l1)) ⊂ H
0(El12 (l1)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H
0(El1t1(l1)) ⊂ H
0(El1t1+1(l1)) = H
0(E(l1))
is the l1-Kempf filtration of V ≃ H
0(E(l1)). Now consider the filtration V
′
• ⊂ V ≃
H0(E(l1)) defined as follows
(4.3) 0 ⊂ H0(El21 (l1)) ⊂ H
0(El22 (l1)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H
0(El2t2(l1)) ⊂ H
0(El2t2+1(l1)) = H
0(E(l1)) .
We have to prove that (4.3) is in fact the l1-Kempf filtration of V ≃ H
0(E(l1)).
Since l1, l2 ≥ m4, by Lemma 4.2 we have Θl1 = Θl2 = K. Then, Θl1(l1) = Θl2(l1)
and, by uniqueness of the Kempf filtration (c.f. Theorem 1.4), the filtrations (4.2) and
(4.3) coincide. Since, in particular l1, l2 ≥ m3, E
l1
i and E
l2
i are l1-regular by Proposition
3.9. Hence, El1i (l1) and E
l2
i (l1) are generated by their global sections (c.f. Lemma 1.1)
H0(El1i (l1)) = H
0(El2i (l1)), which are equal by the previous argument, therefore E
l1
i (l1) =
El2i (l1). By tensoring with OX(−l1), this implies that the filtrations E
l1
• ⊂ E and E
l2
• ⊂ E
coincide.
Definition 4.4. If m ≥ m4, the m-Kempf filtration of E is called the Kempf filtration of
E,
0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Et ⊂ Et+1 = E .
5. Kempf filtration is Harder-Narasimhan filtration
Recall that the Kempf theorem (c.f. Theorem 1.4) asserts that given an integer m and
V ≃ H0(E(m)), there exists a unique weighted filtration of vector spaces V• ⊆ V which
gives maximum for the Kempf function
ν(V•, n•) =
∑t+1
i=1
Γi
dimV (r
i dimV − r dimV i)√∑t+1
i=1 dimV
iΓ2i
.
This filtration induces a filtration of sheaves, called the Kempf filtration of E,
0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Et ⊂ Et+1 = E
which is independent of m, for m ≥ m4, by Proposition 4.3, hence it only depends on E.
From now on, we assume m ≥ m4.
In the previous sections, based on the fact we can rewrite the Kempf function as a certain
scalar product divided by a norm (c.f. Proposition 3.2), we saw that Kempf filtration is
encoded by a convex graph (c.f. Lemma 3.4). We can express the data related to the
filtration of vector spaces with the data of the corresponding filtration of sheaves. Since
m ≥ m3, the sheaves Ei and E
i are m-regular ∀i, and
(5.1)
dimVi = h
0(Ei(m)) = PEi(m) =: Pi(m)
dimV i = h0(Ei(m)) = PEi(m) =: P
i(m)
(c.f. Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10). Recall that the Kempf function is a rational
function on m, with order m−
n
2
−1 at zero (c.f. Proposition 3.2). Then we consider the
function ν, where
ν = m
n
2
+1 · ν(V•,m•) = νvm(Γ) .
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Making the substitutions (5.1) and using the relation γi =
r
P Γi,
ν = m
n
2
+1 ·
∑t+1
i=1
γi
r [(r
iP − rP i)]√∑t+1
i=1 P
i P 2
r2
γ2i
,
whose square is a rational function on m (since P and P i are polynomials on m). Therefore
we get
ν = m
n
2
+1 ·
1
P
∑t+1
i=1 γi[r
iP − rP i]√∑t+1
i=1 P
iγ2i
.
Proposition 5.1. Given a sheaf E, there exists a unique filtration
0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Et ⊂ Et+1 = E
with positive weights n1, . . . , nt, ni =
γi+1−γi
r , which gives maximum for the function
ν = m
n
2
+1 ·
∑t+1
i=1 P
iγi[
ri
P i
− rP ]√∑t+1
i=1 P
iγ2i
.
Similarly, we had defined the coordinates vi (slopes of segments of the graph), as
vi = m
n+1 ·
[ ri
P i
−
r
P
]
Therefore we can express the function µ as
ν = m−
n
2 ·
∑t+1
i=1 P
iγivi√∑t+1
i=1 P
iγ2i
= m−
n
2 ·
(γ, v)
||γ||
,
where the scalar product is given by the diagonal matrix

P 1 0
P 2
. . .
0 P t+1


Proposition 5.2. Given the Kempf filtration of a sheaf E,
0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Et ⊂ Et+1 = E
it verifies
P 1
r1
>
P 2
r2
> . . . >
P t+1
rt+1
Proof. The coordinates of the vector v associated to the filtration are, for m large enough,
vi = m
n+1 ·( r
i
P i
− rP ). Now apply Lemma 3.4 which says that v is convex, i.e. v1 < . . . < vt+1.
Proposition 5.3. Given the Kempf filtration of a sheaf E,
0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Et ⊂ Et+1 = E ,
each one of the blocks Ei = Ei/Ei−1 is semistable.
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Proof. Consider the graph associated to the Kempf filtration of E. Suppose that any of
the blocks has a destabilizing subsheaf. Then, it corresponds to a point which lies above
the graph of the filtration. The graph obtained by adding this new point is a refinement of
the graph of the Kempf filtration, whose convex envelope is not the original graph, which
contradicts Lemma 3.5.
Corollary 5.4. The Kempf filtration of a sheaf E coincides with its Harder-Narasimhan
filtration.
Proof. By Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 the Kempf filtration verifies the two properties of
the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. By uniqueness of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration both
filtrations coincide.
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